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Kisaki - Training - Habitat Module

This module is intended to provide training facilities for SSS personnel stationed on or visiting the Kisaki
Starbase. The instructors would reside in one of the other modules.

One example of this would be having a version of the (SSS) Primary Campus in a module.

See the Kisaki - Habitat Module for description of common features.

Statistical Data

General

Organizations Using Module: Scientific Studies Service (SSS), Star Army of Yamatai Class: Training
Nomenclature: Ke-H4-M3101b Type: Kisaki-Habitat Module

Crew and Accommodations

Crew: 100 Passengers: 1600 typically

Inside the Training - Habitat Module

There are thirty decks in the module.

Deck Sections
Six Dual student dormitory, Escape pods (40)
Seven Dual student dormitory, Escape pods (40)
Eight Dual student dormitory, Escape pods (40)
Nine Dual student dormitory, Escape pods (40)
Ten Lounge, Mess hall, Galley
Eleven Dual student dormitory, Escape pods (40)
Twelve Dual student dormitory, Escape pods (40)
Thirteen Dual student dormitory, Escape pods (40)
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Deck Sections
Fourteen Dual student dormitory, Escape pods (40)
Fifteen Kibarashi, Transit stations(6)
Sixteen Kibarashi, Transit stations(6)
Seventeen Medical, Fitness facilities
Eighteen Medical, Fitness facilities
Nineteen Instruction Facility
Twenty Instruction Facility
Twenty-one Instruction Facility
Twenty-two Instruction Facility
Twenty-three Instruction Facility
Twenty-four Cargo Bay
Twenty-five Cargo Bay

Cargo bay

The main storage for this module the standard cargo area is located on decks twenty-four and twenty-
five.

Dining Hall and Galley

This facility is located on deck ten, in the middle of the dormitories.

Dining Hall

This is large dining hall designed to provide meals for students.

Galley

The galley is large enough to provide meals for students.

Fitness Area

Located on decks seventeen and eighteen of the module is the fitness area. This large area is designed
to help keep the SSS personnel physically fit. The fitness area contains an assortment of exercise
machines: weights, treadmills, etc. Part of the space is configurable, for various activities; such as group
calisthenics, practicing katas, martial art matches, other competitive sports.
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Instruction Facility

This section is located on decks nineteen through twenty three. They are typically divided into three
sections.

Classrooms

This section is dedicated to structured learning facilities. Which consist of college style classrooms layout
with appropriate amenities.

Lecture rooms

This section contains a variety of Auditoriums, and conference rooms for use in lectures and seminars.

Practicals

Depending on the modules purpose, these can be student labs to get practical experience with their area
of study, or training areas used by the Expedition members.

Living Quarters

Dual student dormitory

These dormitories are designed to accommodate two occupants they are cozy with the essentials for
living.

The cabin is arranged as follows: four compartments make up the room; there is the main room, two
bedrooms and a shared bathroom.

The main room has the entrance door and a volumetric realtime display) in to the far right. A desk is set
in front of the window and comes with a padded rolling chair with armrests. The desk has a control panel
linked to the station's computer. Overhead lightning is provided for all of the room, as well as a desk
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lamp. A padded sofa, two chairs and a coffee table are also supplied.

The bedrooms contain a soft and comfortable bed (wide enough to sleep two if desired). The bed comes
with sheets, blankets, and pillows. They have a storage locker for the residents to store their personal
belongings. Each bedroom has a doorway to the shared bathroom.

There are eight hundred dual apartments. They are located on decks six through nine and eleven
through fourteen.

Escape Pods

In YE 36 on stations the Star Army Escape Pod, Type 30 were replaced with Ge-X3300 - Type 33 Escape
Pod which are provided on each level of the dormitories

Lounge

Located on deck ten this lounge is intended for the use of the personnel living in the single and dual
apartments. For other recreation the residents go to the Kibarashi.

Medical Center

This module features are medical center featuring both trained staff facilities and Autonomous Medical
Treatment Center units for the students. It is located on decks seventeen and eighteen. The Medical
center also has four Soul Savior Pods to provide back for all residents.

Security Office

With the population of a small town, it is necessary to have a security force to look after the residents. On
this module the security force is composed of people from three different organizations. Security is
broken down as follows:

SSS Security personnel provide overall security for the module.
The SSS uses Yamatai National Police personnel to maintain law and order in the Kibarashi.
Yamatai Security Agency personnel are responsible for handling customs control.

This facility provides the following:

office space for each enforcement agency
separate equipment & weapons lockers for each agency
two interrogation rooms
several holding cells
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